
Myriad UnderwritingCenter 
streamlines the underwriting 
process and helps your 
organization to improve 
efficiency, risk management, 
and the overall agent and 
homeowner experience.

INSURANCE 
SOLUTIONSMyriad UnderwritingCenter® 

from CoreLogic® 
The Future of Underwriting Automation and Intelligence is Here

With the Myriad UnderwritingCenter® solution, CoreLogic continues on our vision towards 
Making Property As Easy As Auto®. Rich property, eligibility, and hazard data now seamlessly 
integrates with the industry’s leading underwriting workbench to deliver the property 
risk content you want and the automated workflow you need to transform, simplify and 
modernize underwriting across your entire enterprise.

Create Enterprise Agility

The easy-to-use platform centralizes actionable intelligence from all points of the property 
insurance lifecycle including underwriting, agency, direct-to-consumer and claims. The self-
learning model then incorporates results back into the decision models that are powered 
by our rich property risk data. 

With the UnderwritingCenter, you get an underwriting workbench that is easy to use, 
enables enterprise agility and even improves the agent and homeowner experience. With 
limited IT investment, the end-to-end solution could automate your underwriting and 
rules-based decisions to deliver a consistent, straight-through and efficient process in 
about 90 days. 
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For more information, please call 855.267.7027.
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A Proven Decisioning Solution 

Top carriers consider hundreds and even thousands of new 
policies each day. The underwriters reviewing these policies 
face challenges in their attempt to make timely decisions 
on policies by leveraging multiple third party and public 
record sites and hazard maps; a challenge for even the most 
experienced underwriter. Often, a survey inspection is ordered to 
further mitigate risk and ensure the policy is priced correctly. 
Because of time restraints, scattered and inaccurate data, and 
survey management challenges, a risky policy may sometimes 
be issued or underpriced while surveys may unnecessarily be 
ordered on clean policies. 

The UnderwritingCenter eliminates most of this risk by 
automating the underwriting workflow within a single software 
platform to deliver more data-driven insights and consistency 
in underwriting decisioning throughout your organization. 

Optimize Survey Programs

Although physical surveys are a critical tool that carriers use 
to price and manage risk, they are expensive and managing the 
process within the regulated “free period” can be challenging. 

The UnderwritingCenter uses three layers of property 
risk content and your pre-set rules to automate survey 
recommendations and reduce the number of physical surveys 
ordered that may not be needed. Intelligence such as occupancy 
of the property, it’s reconstruction cost as well as the property’s 
natural hazard risk is integrated and maintained within the 
decisioning models. If a physical survey is still recommended, 
the platform will order a survey from one of over 60 vendors 
and manage and standardize the process for you.

Real-time, Low Cost Alternatives  
to a Physical Survey

In most instances, the platform recommends a real-time, low cost 
alternative to a physical survey—at about a third of the cost. 

The UnderwritingCenter’s virtual survey allows the underwriter 
to view interactive high-resolution exterior imagery, compare 
and resolve ITV results, confirm property characteristics and 
understand hazard risk.

A third alternative puts the homeowner in control. Via a mobile 
application, the homeowner can use their smart phone to take 
pictures and submit a DIY survey. The application can even be 
private labeled and ported into your existing application.

Collaboration and Participation 

Adding value to the agent and homeowner experience 
is important to today’s property insurer. Unlike legacy 
underwriting systems, the UnderwritingCenter eliminates 
inefficient communication practices by giving functional 
access to agents, homeowners, and claims adjustors. 

Intelligence and Analytics

Think of the UnderwritingCenter as your underwriting data 
warehouse—rich property, eligibility and hazard content that 
never gets lost and in fact, gets integrated into state-of-the-art 
machine learning so that year-over-year, your results continue 
to improve. The platform not only streamlines the underwriting 
process, but also provides insight into every decision made by 
your underwriters via reports and analytics that can be used 
across your organization to improve efficiency, risk management, 
and the overall agent and homeowner experience.


